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ReZcare is a suite of integrated software applications and
hardware systems which are connected and monitored.
Systems Monitored

ReZcare integrates critical life safety systems such
as nurse call, wandering resident, access control
and fire panels.

ReZcare records the
incident, looks up the
resident and location,
sends the notification
message(s).
Resident activates a
device for assistance.

C YC L E O F R E S I D E N T C A R E

Staff member
responds to the
proper location and
provides needed care
response.

REPORTS

Staff receives message
on iPad, radio, etc.

When a system goes into alarm, notification is
sent to staff on a handheld device and the nurse’s
station. Time, location, and other information from
each event is recorded in ReZcare for reporting
purposes.
All integrated systems are monitored by ReZcare. Staff are notified if a system
fails to report, so action can be taken to ensure proper operation of each
integrated life safety system.

ReZcare Wireless provides a complete, safe, and reliable system for
residents to call for assistance at any time, no matter where they are
located in the facility.

ReZcare provides a safe and reliable system for residents to call for assistance from anywhere in the facility using a lightweight,
wearable pendant or strategically located wall switches.
Resident calls for aid are sent to staff using a handheld device such as a radio, iOS or Android device. Wireless dome lights can
also signal a call location if requested.
ReZcare records the time, location and response time associated with each call for aid, providing useful information for the
management team.

Manufactured by Tek-Tone, Tek-CARE is an option for providers
seeking a wired nurse call system.
There are three models from which to choose. Standard among
them is a compact and sleek master station that can be wall or
desk mounted. It features and LCD screen that displays calls for
aid in order of priority. Call stations for each system are in resident
rooms and bathrooms.
SMD representative assists providers in determining the right
system based such factors as the need for two-way voice
communication.

Option for Reporting Capabilities

If you operate in a state which requires documented response
times, you can opt to add the reporting capabilities of ReZcare to
your system. By adding the ReZcare interface, you can also send
messages from your Tek-Tone system to radios and other handheld devices.
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SigmaGard Wandering Resident System
SigmaGard Wandering Resident Systems are designed to prevent residents who are at risk for wandering
from leaving a building without compromising their dignity.
SigmaGard is a system of choice because it offers several programming features, and its design is flexible.
SigmaGard identifies the resident at risk for elopement at the door in alarm and at the nurse’s station as a
standard feature. If ReZcare is installed, door alarms can also be sent to a mobile device such as a hand-held
radio.

SigmaGard systems can be created with three types of components, so providers can build a
system based on their resident population, physical plant, and budget. Further, exterior keypads
and push buttons can be interfaced with SigmaGard’s door locking units to enhance a facilitywide access control system.

Door and Building Security
SMD works with several manufacturers to create customized systems that optimize resident, staff, and visitor safety. SMD’s
product portfolio includes video surveillance systems, video intercoms, FOB readers, keypads, electromagnetic locks, and
wireless /keyless locks.

Customers can enhance security by selecting the best locks for individual doors, or they can choose to work with SMD to build an
access control system. ReZcare Access Control integrates door security. When a door is breached or is left propped open staff are
alerted on a handheld device, and the event is recorded for reporting purposes.

• Dome Cameras
• Digital Video Recorder (DVR)
• Network Video Recorder (NVR)
• View live feed or recorded footage from your web browser,
your iOS or Android device, or any windows based
computer using a free software download.
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Thermal Imaging
Accurate and Efficient Body Temperature Screening
Temperature screening can be monitored by personnel who
control entry from designated laptop. An alternative is to install a
temperature screening terminal that also executes the COVID survey.
Based on the outcome of both, a badge is printed, and a person
gains entry into the building.

Safe Patient Handling Products
Vancare offers a full selection of mobile floor lifts, including total body, sit to stand and bariatric lifts. Each is
designed to transfer residents of different sizes, from different positions in tight or spacious quarters. VANCARE
mobile floor lifts feature a heavy-duty frame with an expandable base to be tip resistant. For providers
offering bariatric care, the VANCARE 1000 is designed for people weighing up to 1000 pounds.
A built-in VANDERSCALE is available on 11 models and is within easy reach of the caregiver.
Caregivers appreciate that the built-in scale doesn’t interfere with lifting height as hanging scales
often do.

Ceiling Lifts
VANCARE also offers a selection of ceiling lifts. Choose from portable lifts, fixed lifts,
or track systems. Wall mount systems are available and often of interest by healthcare
providers as well as individual homeowners due to the ease of installation. Maximum
weight capacity among ceiling lifts ranges from 300 to 1000 pounds.
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